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Traveling has been made an exciting experience with the advancement in the hospitality sector.
There are wonderful places other than the one you continue to reside and you can opt to holiday
there for a change. Such is a city named Bangkok that could fill in us with the insights of Thai culture
and history at the same time, and that makes Bangkok really interesting. Bangkok tourism involves
monuments of historical and architectural importance. Aesthetic value of arts and cultural heritage of
Bangkok are highly worthy of a visit. Bangkok Travel fill in us with all kinds of small and big details of
this metropolis and it would give a nice change from you routine life as well.

Although it does not offers the serenity of a secluded island beach but what Bangkok tourism
actually has to give could be only understood when you come down to this place. The usual heat
and noise of the city are there but their parks have been savior. Bangkokâ€™s largest and most well
known is Lumphini Park. It is also known as Bangkok's Central Park. Built in the early 1920s by
Rama VI, the park is popular with joggers as well as families for picnic.The other two in the list of
Bangkok Travel are Chatuchak Park and Rama IX Park. They include botanic gardens, sports clubs
and complexes, English/French/Japanese gardens, large ponds and lakes. Other famous parks are
Queen Sirikit Park near Lat Yao, Benchasiri Park on Sukhumvit, Saranrom Park across the Grand
Palace, Sanam Luang, Suan Romaneenat, and Dusit Park.

After parks, Bangkok is renowned for its number of important shrines and monuments. Stone and
bronze sculptures and epitaphs symbolize the grand past of this place. Mythological deities and
religious figures are also included in them. Bangkok Travel gives a chance to visit local monuments
and shrines that represent the country's history and culture. The other thing that is worthwhile
visiting while enjoying Bangkok tourism is Bangkok National Museum. It is the largest museum in
Southeast Asia. All periods and styles are represented through the large collections of royal regalia,
musical instruments, weaponry, textiles and other arts. Another museum of great importance is the
Royal Barges Museum that shows fantastically ornamented boats used in ceremonial processions
on the river. And for those interested in something different there is even a forensic museum that
has corpses of infamous murderers.

So what would be your kick to take up Bangkok tourism that would let people think about taking
Bangkok travel once again!
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